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ABSTRACT
THE AMERICAN ADAM IN NEW HOLLYWOOD: WARREN BEATTY IN BONNIE
AND CLYDE (1967) AND MCCABE AND MRS. MILLER (1971)
Margaret Scanlan, MA
Department of English
Northern Illinois University, 2017
Dr. Scott Balcerzak, Director

In this thesis, I examine the figure of the American Adam as resurrected by Warren
Beatty along with the affect that this innocent masculine archetype has juxtaposed against the
explicit violence in the films Bonnie and Clyde (1967) and McCabe and Mrs. Miller (1971).
Beginning with a discussion of the change in censorship in the Hollywood film industry in the
late 1960’s, I analyze the filmmakers, Arthur Penn and Robert Altman’s agendas of social
commentary in which violence stands in as an epideictic rhetoric. This rhetoric lays blame for the
violence and unrest as well as the corporatization of America at the feet of the establishment.
The Vietnam War, the protests it generated and the political assassinations of the period inspired
the reckless violence of Bonnie and Clyde. The cold-blooded violence of McCabe and Mrs.
Miller is a reaction against the corporatization of America as well as the Hollywood system. This
thesis claims Beatty’s agency as producer, writer, and star along with the films’ directors is a
direct reflection of the reaction of the American male of the 1960’s to a loss of value embodied
in the Vietnam draft. I situate the figure of the American Adam with its innocence, optimism and
can-do attitude as a saving figure for the men of the time; connecting the post-World War II
masculine crisis from which this figure arose in the literary critique of R.W.B Lewis with the
crisis occurring during the Vietnam years.
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INTRODUCTION
In 1967, in an effort to compete with foreign films and appeal to a younger audience, the
motion picture industry loosened censorship replacing the old system with a new rating method
that allowed filmmakers more leeway when representing violence and sex (Prince 8). At this
time, a young Hollywood star arrived on the scene whose on-screen persona in two groundbreaking films, Bonnie and Clyde (1967) and McCabe and Mrs. Miller (1971), would serve to
drive home an agenda that critiqued American politics through juxtaposing explicit violence and
innocence. Warren Beatty’s on-screen persona underwent a transformation from Hollywood
hunk to what Peter Biskind describes as “a naïf, an innocent, a natural child” (Star 215). This
everyman figure resurrected the archetype of the “American Adam,” a character encountered by
literary critic R.W.B. Lewis in his eponymous analysis of early American literature. Originating
in the works of such authors as Herman Melville and Nathaniel Hawthorne, and continuing
through the novels of Henry James and F. Scott Fitzgerald, this individual epitomized “the
authentic American as a figure of heroic innocence and vast potentialities, poised at the start of a
new history” (Lewis 1).
Lewis places this figure at the center of a “cultural dialectic” (2) that revealed through the
novels of these American writers the issues at the heart of American national identity and myth
making. Written after WWII, Lewis’s exploration reflects, as Richard Slotkin writes, “this
continual preoccupation with the necessity of defining or creating national identity, a character
for us to live in the world” in “an attempt to reshape the character of [the American] people”
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(Regeneration 4). The filmmakers of New Hollywood reacted to a similar crisis of national
identity brought on by an eruption of violence across the nation and involvement in the Vietnam
War that left men feeling “lost and increasingly alienated” (Kimmel 179). These filmmakers
began a new debate by co-opting The American Adam and the themes that Lewis had located in
the early American writers. Guided by a sense of betrayal by the older generation, the major
themes of the new against the old, originally pertaining to a pure new America against a
corrupted old Europe, were now transformed into the youth of America in conflict with the older
generation.
Warren Beatty’s characterizations in Bonnie and Clyde as well as McCabe and Mrs.
Miller resurrect the archetype of the American Adam in the guise of the rebellious innocent and
the innocent abroad. The violent end both characters meet is an expression of the betrayal and
helplessness felt by the white American male at this time. The films’ overwhelming success
when they opened and their continued cache are due, I will suggest, to the presence of this
American Masculine archetype and the senseless violence with which he meets his end. Warren
Beatty’s archetypal American hero (whose qualities of innocence, youth, optimism, and reckless
naiveté are pitted against merciless violence) strikes a deep chord in the American masculine
psyche. Furthermore, the filmmakers’ use of heightened explicit violence, rendered possible
through decreased censorship and increased technological facility, not only mirrored the rampant
violence of the time but invigorated another crucial element of the American mythos. These two
groundbreaking films of New Hollywood are foundational with their mythic combination of
innocence and violence setting a trend that would last from Taxi Driver (1976) to Raging Bull
(1980) to Natural Born Killers (1994) and beyond.
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But it is Beatty’s canny and inimitable portrayal that sets these two films apart from other
New Hollywood cinema and its offspring. His Clyde Barrow and John McCabe are
embodiments of not only the American Adam but the related archetypes of the Frontiersman and
the Self-Made Man. As such, they re-invigorate the debate that Lewis believed “was essential to
a healthy culture” (3), allowing New Hollywood to assume a central position in American mythmaking. A new narrative of innocence in conflict with violence joined the old themes of new vs.
old, pure vs. corrupt, and ignorance vs. knowing. With Beatty’s American Adam at their center,
these films transformed the landscape of the American mythos. Thus, these filmmakers and their
films assume a place as American mythmakers and myth. Collaborators Warren Beatty as actorwriter-producer and directors Arthur Penn and Robert Altman transposed these familiar
narratives by adding to the American Adam’s tale the experience of shocking and explicit
violence. This violence took on an epideictic function as it laid blame on “the establishment,”
law enforcement and corporations. This crucial element revitalized what Richard Slotkin claims
is the “structuring metaphor of the American experience” (Regeneration through Violence 5) and
was to remain conspicuously on the cinematic landscape of the American myth, saturating
American film until the present. But in the beginning of New Hollywood, there were the good
guys and the bad guys; the schism growing in the nation reflected another struggle closer to
home within the film industry itself for as Peter Biskind put it “in order to have a new
Hollywood there had to be an Old Hollywood” (Biskind, Easy Riders 22).
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OLD HOLLYWOOD, NEW HOLLYWOOD AND NEW MALES
In the mid 1960’s the American film industry was failing. The studios were headed by
old men insulated within studio conventions which worked like an old boys’ club, jobs doled out
according to who you knew not based on vision or talent. As one Hollywood chronicler
bemoaned:
The studios were still in the rigor-mortis-like grip of the generation that invented the
movies…the old men who ran the industry were increasingly out of touch with the vast
baby boom audience that was coming of age in the 60’s, an audience that was fast
becoming radicalized and disaffected from their elders. (Biskind, Easy Riders 18, 20)
Movies were churned out in keeping with Hollywood’s version of life that was a far cry from
what was happening in the nation. Doris Day and Rock Hudson romances loaded with innuendo
fell flat in a time when sexual mores were quickly changing with the advent of the pill. A
combination of depleted audience, bloated budgets, and general incompetence plagued an
industry whose audience had fled to the suburbs during the post-war exodus and were still in
thrall to television, content to stay home and be entertained by a new and vibrant art form.
While young directors, writers, and actors thrived in live television, the movies lagged
behind. The financial burden of large-scale pictures with outdated story lines was bankrupting
the studios. At the same time, films from directors such as Ingmar Bergman, Akira Kurosawa,
Michelangelo Antonioni, Federico Fellini, Jean-Luc Godard and Francois Truffaut were
garnering what was left of the audience: urban intellectuals, students and artists. Yet as Peter
Biskind states, “Although these films were ‘foreign’ they seemed more immediate, more
‘American’ than anything Hollywood was churning out” (Easy Riders 21). It was the moral
scope of these foreign films, dealing as they did with sexuality, psychodrama, post-war trauma
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and violence that appealed to a young American audience whose world view was quickly
changing.
In his exhaustive narrative of New Hollywood, Easy Riders, Raging Bulls: How the Sex,
Drugs and Rock and Roll Generation Saved Hollywood, Biskind expounds on the various
influences that catalyzed the vision that would change the film industry from tame entertainment
to inflammatory rhetoric, what he calls “the cultural convulsion that upended the film industry”
(14). These would include the Civil Rights Movement, Cold War anxieties, new sexual freedom
via the pill, and the Vietnam War. Concurrent with the nation’s anxieties and fears, the American
film industry languished, and box office was at an all-time low until the powers that be, the “old
men” who ran the studios, looked for ways to rally. This gave young talent an opening. New
voices were raised, and a time never before or since matched for its “avalanche of brave new
ideas” emerged. As Biskind proclaims in what would become the battle cry of New Hollywood,
“Everything that was old was bad and everything new was good. Nothing was sacred: everything
was up for grabs” (14).
In the face of the success of the daring European film fare, censorship fast lost its hold on
Hollywood and the film Industry turned to its young talent desperately looking to update and to
re-connect, to regain an audience that was either at home watching television or swarming the art
houses to see the newest wave of European films. Filmmakers fresh from television and inspired
by their European counterparts created new ways to collaborate and especially new ways to
finance films. Taking their cue from European films such as A Bout de Souffle (1960) and Jules
et Jim (1964), these new directors, writers, and (in the case of Warren Beatty) actors - set about
re-designating the Hollywood aesthetic. The infusion of new technology made lower budget
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filming possible and filmmakers using their expertise from working in television blazed the trail
to greater independence from the studio heads. New equipment and techniques - some borrowed
from Cinema Verite, and others from live television, and still others inspired by French Nouvelle
Vague – together with new censorship guidelines affording more permissible criteria for sex and
violence sent American film to explore the anxiety that flooded the nation. The crisis in
Hollywood paralleled the larger crisis in national identity: faith in the government was
crumbling; the draft claimed more and more young men, assassinations proliferated, and
corporate influence was felt in the increasing impersonal nature of employment. Law
enforcement, corporations, big government, all of these became targets for these new directors as
they sought to imbue American film with the cultural immediacy and personal visionary
aesthetic they saw in European post-war cinema. As Old Hollywood crumbled with its outdated
story lines and formulas, New Hollywood rose, creating stories that responded to the changing
national landscape.
In 1966, the old code was abandoned to facilitate what Stephen Prince claims was “an
effort to make films relevant again for a society whose attitudes and practices no longer
coincided with the morality institutionalized in the production code” (Prince 6). After a thirtysix-year stranglehold on how violence and sex were depicted in American film, Hollywood
artists were finally freed. At first filmmakers were simply enjoined to use “discretion” in their
treatment of violence, but the overt escalation during the two years this injunction was in effect
exemplified in films such as Bonnie and Clyde demonstrated a need for clearer boundaries. This
was ultimately accomplished in 1968 with a rating system that defined a film’s suggested
audience. The four-way classification system put in place by the Motion Picture Association of
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America (MPAA), with G for general audiences, M for mature, and R for restricted, allowed
filmmakers to target specific audiences thus releasing them from “restrictions that the presence
of young viewers had … necessitated” (Screening Violence 7). The rating system in flux, New
Hollywood filmmakers seized the opportunity to express their worldview through visions of
violence mirroring what Americans were seeing on the nightly news in images of the Vietnam
War.
A vital element of this worldview was the sense of loss of national identity, what Michael
Kimmel refers to as “the crisis of masculinity” (179). The men inferred throughout this work are,
of course “White men,” who Sally Robinson argues are “conflated with normativity in the
American social lexicon” (45) I am consciously employing the filmmakers Penn and Altman
along with Beatty as key collaborator, all middle-class White men, as representations of “the
disenfranchised White man” who “has become a symbol for the decline in the American way” in
order to discuss the mythic identification within these films, exploiting what Robinson calls the
“dominant or master narrative” that “place[s] the current state of white masculinity within a
larger history of American manhood” (Robinson 2). Kimmel stresses the loss of value men were
feeling as he quotes the manifesto of the Students for a Democratic Society (SDS) written in
1967: “Contemporary society used men, treated them as things to be manipulated” (176).
American men were looking for new ideals to replace the old ones which had been celebrated in
Hollywood’s well-worn genres of war movies, westerns and family films.
Men who were being drafted in the late 1960s shared a sense of malaise with the
generation of men who, having returned from WWII, faced a nation that seemed to no longer
value them. The question of American masculine identity had loomed large on the national
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horizon as men returned home from WWII. After the excitement and horror of the war in the
European and Pacific theaters, veterans came home to a nation - peaceful and becoming
increasingly automated, needing less “man-power” than before the war. This change induced a
crisis of identity for American men who no longer knew where they fit in the nation’s landscape.
Thus, both generations of men, post-WWII and Vietnam Era, experience what Michael Kimmel
calls “the Male Crisis” at the heart of which was “the loss of masculine control [and] the loss of
will” (159).
For the American male in the 1950s, the drive to succeed in business became an attempt
to escape this sense of hopelessness and channel an earlier drive to conquer a physical Frontier.
Kimmel’s designation of the “the self-made man” exemplifies an effective American masculine
archetype, one who can conquer economic frontiers through his social, economic, and
geographic mobility. Facing their growing insignificance in the face of a war machine and an
ever-alienating society, the men of the 1960s attempted a “search for some masculine terra firma
upon which to ground a stable identity” (Kimmel 173) and re-claim a sense of the individual’s
agency which sits at the heart of the American myth. Yet as Kimmel stipulates, “The self-made
man was born anxious and insecure” (6). The young men who were being claimed by the draft
for the Vietnam War faced a violent and uncertain future no longer secure in the knowledge their
government was on their side.
In The American Adam, R.W.B. Lewis addresses the question of American identity
through his literary critique of early American literature. Throughout these essays, written after
WWII and published in 1955, Lewis traces the presence of a figure he calls “the American
Adam” in the novels of Melville and Hawthorne among others, who faces the new world with a
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sense of hope and wonder, “an air of adventurousness, a sense of promise and possibility” (1).
He locates this “authentic American… a figure of heroic innocence and vast potentialities,
poised at the start of a new history” (1), at the center of a national dialectic. Through these early
American novels, Lewis examines the myth at the heart of the national identity and re-frames
American masculinity in terms of the American Adam’s experience. Lewis regards these early
works of American novelists as attempts to come to terms with what lies at the heart of being an
American, writing, “It is one of my aims to account for the dialogue that emerged as these ideas
were invoked by American writers and speakers…in their contentious effort to define the
American character and the life worth living” (3). As he delves deeper into the mythic landscape
upon which the American Adam finds himself, Lewis uncovers key themes played out in a
dialectic that sets the innocent new man against the corrupt Old World.
Cultural historiographer Richard Slotkin points out that critics like Lewis “are a part of
this national phenomenon of myth-consciousness, this continual preoccupation with the necessity
of defining or creating a national identity, a character to live in the world” (Gunfighter Nation 4).
As such, Lewis identifies the debate played out in the literature of the American Renaissance
writers as a sign of a heathy culture:
The debate indeed can be said to be the culture…for a culture achieves identity not so
much through the ascendency of one particular set of convictions as through the
emergence of its peculiar and distinctive dialogue…the historian looks not only for major
terms of discourse, but also for major pairs of opposed terms, which by their very
opposition carry discourse forward. (2, italics his)
This cultural debate re-appears during the Hollywood Renaissance, as New Hollywood is
sometimes called, in the medium of film, thus locating cinema as cultural mythmaker replacing
literature. Biskind quotes Susan Sontag in his discussion of the era: “It was at this specific
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moment in the 100-year history of cinema that going to movies, talking about movies became a
passion among university students and other young people. You fell in love not just with actors
but with cinema itself’” (Easy Riders 17). The “distinctive dialogue” centering on these issues of
national and gender identity was now emerging in conversations on movies, where “discussions
filled the air at every cocktail party…ten years earlier it would have been literature or theater;
these days movies filled the agenda” (Harris 10).
The deep-rooted dichotomy of old against new is transplanted from American literature
to American cinema and inhabits the American film industry itself. The phenomena of the
Vietnam War are central to the national debate and framed by this old and young dichotomy. As
Michael Kimmel writes, “For many young Americans, before personal fulfillment came a
commitment to ending the war in Vietnam. The growing anti-war movement provided a new lens
into the dynamics of American manhood in the 1960s and the 1970s; the conflict between old
and young, between Hawks and doves, … [became] the central crisis of masculinity” (177). The
films of the era reflected and represented what American men were facing: an alienation from
their own nation which seemed increasingly oblivious of their welfare and disparaging of their
worth, that privileged institutions over the individual. This “struggle between Vietnam policy
makers” and “anti-war protesters,” between old and young, was reflected in the movies of New
Hollywood, in which the figure of the American Adam re-surfaced along with the theme of
innocence associated with him.
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WARREN BEATTY
At the forefront of a disaffected Hollywood, a young star straddled Old and New
Hollywood and would become a new model Hollywood player. Described by Biskind in his
biography Star: How Warren Beatty Seduced America, as a wunderkind, a stubborn
perfectionist, “a tough, even ruthless negotiator” (201) who along with other “youth-quakers” in
Hollywood reconfigured the possibilities of film, Beatty took charge not only of his choice of
roles but also of writing, directing, and producing, becoming one of many “hyphenates,” as
Biskind calls them, “starting as writers… or actors like Beatty, then moving into directing
without necessarily giving up their original vocation” (17). Beatty changed the rules and Stephen
Ross, in Hollywood Left and Right: How Movie Stars Shaped American Politics, places him at
the forefront of filmmakers who re-defined “what American film could be” (24).
A seemingly unlikely candidate for rebel filmmaker, Warren Beatty began as a pretty boy
in a film career that began strong and fizzled quickly. After his initial success in Elia Kazan’s
production of William Inge’s Splendor in the Grass (1961), his career sagged with one bad role
after another, such as the woman-beating Lothario, Berry-Berry, in All Fall Down (1962); the
mentally unstable veteran who pursues employment and the in-house nymphomaniac in a private
institution in Lilith (1964); and the beatnik comic who is running for his life, but from whom is
unclear, in the enigmatic Mickey One (1965). Reviews for his films were lukewarm to brutal.
For example, a reviewer in Variety claims that “Beatty gives a fairly convincing
characterization,” “his style incorporates distracting elements of Dean and Brando and stresses a
kind of monotonous squint-scowl”; The New York Times’ influential Bosley Crowther states that
“Mr. Beatty is affected and oddly amateurish,” “a muddy performance…Beatty has a sodden
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way of moving and a monotonous expression” (qtd. in Quirk 77, 86-8). Heir-apparent to
Brando, Clift, and Dean, Beatty’s sullen rebels lacked the appeal of these earlier actors. Although
loaded with sex appeal –Beatty’s off-screen sex life was daily fodder for gossip columns—his
early on-screen performances were lacking.
In 1966, the actor turned from the roles of surly and sulky tortured adolescents to light
comic star in a romantic comedy with Leslie Caron, his then off-screen love interest. Biskind
asserts “While Promise Her Anything (1966) was only a minor comedy, it represented Beatty’s
first opportunity to present his own version of himself to the public” (Star 87). This
characterization would become, with only a few exceptions, Beatty’s permanent on-screen
persona. Mark Harris describes the actor’s alter-ego as “the character of a charming, energetic,
slightly reckless man brought up short by over exuberance or blind confidence---someone who
doesn’t nearly have the control of his own life that he thinks he does” (87). The change that
Beatty made in his on-screen image from Hollywood hunk established in Splendor and
maintained through The Roman Spring of Mrs. Stone (1961) and Lilith to the optimistic, innocent
and practically sex-less self-starter who populates his later movies is contextualized by Lucia
Bozzola’s argument that “Beatty’s onscreen penchant for playing men not in control render him
a desired and acted-upon object, questioning the assumed relationship between ‘masculinity’ and
power” (228). Bozzola goes on to situate Beatty as a “figure who foregrounds the notion of
sexuality as a construction,” citing his passive sexuality on-screen, most notable in the 1975
movie Shampoo (1975) but present in Bonnie and Clyde as well, as a “disrupt[ion] of the usual
binary arrangement” (229). Exploring the ramifications of Beatty’s character of George in
Shampoo in the light of Richard Dyer’s concepts of extra-textual discourse, Bozzola compares
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Beatty’s off-screen sex life, his “extra-textual discursive life” (230), with his characters’, and in
this way she emphasizes the actor’s agency in setting up his own objectivity/objectification
which she characterizes as “near mythic” (227).
Beatty’s conscious effort to control his image and the success with which he does this
illustrate Dyer’s claim in Heavenly Bodies: Film Stars and Society that “stars are involved in
making themselves commodities” (6). Beatty further demonstrates Dyer’s assertion that stars
“articulate aspects of living in contemporary society” through their characters’ identification
with contemporary men. While Dyer uses these to explicate Marxist concepts of the individual in
regards to labor, it is a useful way to think in terms of Beatty’s characters within the American
mythos. Dyer’s assertion that “the idea of the individual continues to be a moving force in our
culture” (9) supports the significance of Beatty’s characters, re-invigorating as he does an
American masculine archetype not just of the American Adam but touching upon Michael
Kimmel’s self-made man. For Dyer, the star in American culture represents “ideas of
personhood” vital to a capitalist agenda where the individual is key. He stresses that “stars
articulate these ideas of personhood…shoring up the notion of the individual but also...
registering the doubts and anxieties attendant on it” (9). Within his movies, Beatty’s relationship
to masculinity and the myth of America signals an anxiety about his place in society which
reflects the nation’s preoccupation as well.
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BONNIE AND CLYDE (1967)
When Bonnie and Clyde came along, Beatty was already looking for a comeback (Harris
23). Although the role of Clyde Barrow, a Texas ex-con, hardened criminal, and murderer by the
time of his death at 25, did not seem a likely answer, once Beatty and his collaborators were
through, Clyde would embody both the “lost man” (Kimmel 132) of the era as well as his fatal
destiny. The script by David Newman and Robert Benton had been around since 1964 and had
been passed on by major studios and directors alike, not only because of the central love affair
between Bonnie and Clyde and their getaway driver but because the central figures were seen as
unappealing subjects for a feature film: “Who wants to see the rise and fall of a couple of rats?”
(Biskind Easy Riders, 30). When Beatty decided not only to produce but star, he persuaded
Arthur Penn to direct while he and collaborator Towne re-tooled the script. The final product was
a collaboration of Penn, Beatty, and Towne based on Newman and Benton’s script but with
telling details that brought the plight of America’s disaffected youth to the forefront: telling the
story of two young and beautiful rebels adrift during the Depression, desperately searching for
meaning amidst a deflated America and finding it in the career path of violent crime. Beatty’s
aggressive adaptation of the original script was to become de rigeur for future projects. The actor
was to take control not only of his career but his on-screen persona, creating a character which he
would play most of his life.
In Clyde Barrow, Beatty created what would become his trademark character, one who
was described as “a naïf, an innocent, a natural child” (Biskind, Star 215), who was “gleeful”
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and “full of exuberance” (Quirk 123), who projected “an innocence and vulnerability…an
impression he was no more than an overgrown kid” (Biskind, Star 216), and who bore more than
a passing resemblance to the American Adam, described by Lewis as “a radically new
personality, the hero of the new adventure: an individual… untouched and undefiled…[who] in
his very newness …was fundamentally innocent” (5). Bonnie and Clyde follows the Depression
era’s outlaw pair (Beatty and Faye Dunaway) from their first meeting to their deaths as they rob
banks and create havoc. Forming a gang with a young getaway driver, C. W. Moss (Michael J.
Pollard), they pick up at a service station and Clyde’s brother (Gene Hackman) and his wife
(Estelle Parsons in what would be an Academy-Award winning role), they travel from one state
to another trying to avoid the law in hot pursuit. Eventually a Texas Marshall (Denver Pyle) with
a personal vendetta against the two conspires with C.W.’s father (Dub Taylor) and the two are
killed in a brutal, violent ambush.
When we first see Clyde Barrow, he is the antithesis of the stock gangster we have come
to expect from Hollywood. No furrow-browed pugnacious tough guy, this outlaw is young,
boyish, sweet and self-effacing, fashionably, if a little over, dressed (these clothes would start a
trend as would Bonnie’s berets and jersey dressing). Barrow is confident as he flirts with Bonnie
Parker, who has just caught him about to steal her mother’s car. “Suitable employment” is what
Clyde tells Bonnie he is looking for and then reveals that he has just been released from prison.
Again, Beatty’s Clyde is harmless, charming, played with a youthful ingenuity, even as he shows
Bonnie his gun, it is with childlike daring, as though he is brandishing a stolen steely.
The infamous duo’s first crime is portrayed with childlike innocence as, in response to
Bonnie’s teasing, Clyde walks straight into a local store and robs it. Clyde’s sunny demeanor and
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his clear sense of purpose are at odds with the shadowy, angry gangster stereotype. Even as he
commits a crime, he does it with such bravado and straightforwardness that it takes on a kind of
playfulness. Beatty’s Clyde is winsome and likeable, resourceful and confident. His unique
morality reflects not only the changing mores of the 1960s – when people were no longer playing
by an aging society’s rules – but also his Adamic prerogative because “his moral condition was
prior to experience, and in his very newness he was fundamentally innocent” (Lewis 5). He
didn’t know any better. The two outlaws are Hollywood prototypes of rebels. As Biskind asserts
“They disdain normalcy …theirs is not a moral journey, Bonnie and Clyde flay[s] bourgeoisie
morality” (Star 130). But the disdain for normalcy does not pre-empt a dream or ambition for
Clyde Barrow, and this dream is a familiar one in the American myth. After Clyde robs the store
and drives off in their first stolen car, we experience what Lucia Bozzola points out regarding
Beatty’s penchant for subverting his sexual reputation off the screen and situating it in a larger
“discursive field” (230). As such, Beatty’s sexual innocence in Bonnie and Clyde also serves to
underline the duo’s real mission: to pursue not love but the American dream of a special destiny.
Kimmel explores the figure of the Self-Made Man who has its beginnings in Frederick
Jackson Turner’s Frontiersman and shares with The American Adam a sense of destiny based in
individual action and endless opportunity. First put forward at the Columbian Exposition of
Chicago’s White City in 1893, Turner’s historical theory titled, “The Significance of the Frontier
in American History”, identifies the existence of the Frontier, the vast expanse of free land, as
the single most powerful influence on the American character, one that produced his “restless,
nervous energy… dominant individualism… [and the] buoyancy and exuberance which comes
with freedom” (27). Turner proclaimed, “Since the days when the fleet of Columbus sailed into
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the waters of the New World, America has been another name for opportunity,” and warned,
“Movement has been its dominant fact, and, unless its training has no effect upon its people, the
American energy will continually seek a wider field for its exercise” (27). Along with the literary
figure of the American Adam, Beatty’s Clyde begs comparison to these two other American
masculine archetypes because his “air of adventurousness,” his “sense of promise and
possibility” (Lewis 1), combine with his craving for “opportunity” and his inherent belief in the
transforming quality of movement. When Clyde tells Bonnie, “You’re worth more than that, a lot
more than that and you know it…you and me traveling together we could cut a path clear across
this state and Kansas! and Missouri! and Oklahoma!” he is voicing the American dream of
transformation through mobility. As Kimmel describes, “Equally distinctive was the creation of
the American myth of mobility and especially the link between geographic mobility and social
mobility, and self -re-creation as men” (43). In Clyde Barrow, these archetypes coalesce,
creating a juggernaut making its own rules as he hurtles towards his “special destiny.”
In his essay “The Frontier Archetype and The American Dream” David Mogen traces the
lineage of the American hero, exploring the central ideology of the American narrative as it
pertains to his mythic journey. Claiming that “‘The Myth of America’ and ‘The American
Dream’ often evoke “a vaporous and unexamined conviction of special destiny” (22, italics
mine), Mogen locates the predominant theme of the archetype as a “symbolic opposition” of “the
Old World and the New World,” emphasizing the narrative’s “dynamic adaptability” in which
“The New World can represent both unlimited promise and brutal deprivation” (27). Clyde’s
consciousness of his special destiny is clear and the New World to which he and Bonnie are
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headed is both full of promise and ultimately deadly reflecting a similar fate of the young men in
the 1960s.
Later, after their getaway, Clyde, unable to drive farther because of Bonnie’s wild
amorous antics, pulls over. As she smothers him with kisses, Clyde thrusts her away blurting
“cut it out” and stumbles out of the car. After re-buffing her, Clyde, instead of the generative act,
gives her an a-rousing speech that instills hope and possibility which had heretofore been
unimaginable in her dull existence. Clyde feeds Bonnie what he has been fed as an American
male; he incites her with the rhetoric of the American dream.
If you want a stud service-go on…but you’re worth more than that…a lot more… and
you know it…you deserve something better…you want something better than being a
waitress and you got a right to that.
Clyde’s idealism inspires Bonnie as his rhetoric ignites her dormant aspirations. As screenwriter
David Newman remarked “They saw in each other their own ambitions. Although they were
both at the bottom of society, in each other they saw someone who validated an image of what
they could be” (Biskind Star 131). For these two, the American Dream of personal success
through a special destiny stands in for romance. Bonnie is caught up in Clyde’s personal power,
his belief in destiny, his Adamic vision of “life and history as just beginning …the
world…starting up again under fresh initiative” (Lewis 5). Beatty in his iconoclastic
characterization of the young gangster captures what Turner called the frontiersman’s “buoyancy
and exuberance” (Turner 27) and the American Adam’s most essential aspect, his “heroic
innocence” (Lewis 1) embodying the rebellious and optimistic spirit of the 1960’s baby boom
generation.
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The decision to make Clyde impotent was made by the filmmakers in the wake of
Beatty’s rejection of the character’s earlier incarnation as bisexual, involved with both his
getaway driver and Bonnie; unable to perform with only one, needing both to excite his ardor.
But Beatty protested, “I aint gonna play no fag,” and the screenwriters capitulated (Biskind, Star
108). Regardless of its problematic origins, Beatty’s unconsummated relationship with Bonnie
serves a purpose other than playing against Beatty’s off-screen image. It retains the innocence so
essential to the American Adam. Clyde’s impotence is played throughout as though he, like
Adam before the Fall, is ignorant of his sexuality. This is made clear throughout the film but
expressly when the two first attempt to make love. Back at their motel room where they are
hiding out after their run-in with the law, Clyde advises Bonnie “it’s not too late” for her to
escape: “They know who I am…but they don’t know who you are yet…you say the word and I’ll
put you on a bus back home to your momma.” While he warns her, we see his searching looks as
he listens for her response from the other room. Bonnie refuses, softly at first and then as Clyde
approaches her, more distinctly. Clyde reaches out and gratefully embraces her. We then see a
recognition of physical arousal; quickly yet somewhat mechanically he pushes everything off the
bed, takes off his shoes, and lays down with Bonnie. After they start to kiss, the moment passes
and he stops, looking up wide-eyed and slightly disappointed. The scene is humorous and
confusing to the audience as well as Bonnie, whose response – kissing her way down Beatty’s
body – horrified the censors (Biskind, Star 114). After Clyde jerks away and gets off the bed,
the act is never attempted again until the end of the film.
For the American masculine archetype of the American Adam, as well as his kin the
frontiersman and the self-made man, romance and sexuality have no place. For Lewis, “his moral
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position was prior to experience, and in his very newness he was fundamentally innocent” (5).
For the Frontiersman, as well and the Self-Made Man, love just slows them down. As Kimmel
puts it, “Women constrained men… and sexuality would ruin everything” (43). Clyde’s
impotence with Bonnie is part and parcel of his innocence and his drive to succeed, and it is only
after he feels he has achieved something that he can relax and finally share himself with Bonnie.
It is towards the end of the film, after Bonnie reads her poem out of the newspaper:
Someday they’ll go down together
they’ll bury them side by side
to few it will be grief
to the law a relief
but its death for Bonnie and Clyde
The sexual act then becomes a fitting end, a celebratory sharing of self after having achieved a
self. “You made me somebody,” Clyde exalts, “you made me somebody they’re gonna
remember.”
Another scene where Beatty emphasizes the innocence of this unlikely hero takes place
as Clyde is teaching Bonnie to shoot. The two are behind an abandoned farmhouse when an old
man surprises them; seeing their gun, he backs away in fear, quietly explaining that this had been
his house “but it’s the bank’s now,” indicating the re-possession sign in the front. The two relax
but as the old man turns to leave, Clyde shoots the bank’s sign, startling the farmer and
somewhat pleasing him. Clyde then offers him his gun so he can do the same. Again, Beatty
proffers the gun with the same endearing childlike braggadocio he evinced with Bonnie. After
the farmer shoots up his old house showing quiet delight as he extends the gun to his old Black
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sharecropper, Clyde introduces himself and Bonnie and again just as the farmer turns to leave
Clyde adds proudly, “We rob banks.” Bonnie’s mouth gapes in astonishment at Clyde’s
pronouncement, and the farmer’s gaze turns admiring while Beatty kicks the dirt with his foot
looking up at the farmer through a shock of hair in shy satisfaction. This pivotal moment of the
film brings together several threads of a national dialectic reflected in the film: the
representational father and son, the old vs. the new, the innocent vs. the corrupt, and the tragedy
inherent in Clyde’s reckless innocence. The American Adam’s belief and hope in the face of the
farmer’s plight are embodied in Beatty’s optimistic panacea albeit one in which a gun plays a
large part. The gun which Clyde offers, like a child extending a prize, exposes his obliviousness
to the threat and danger of violence and foreshadows the young rebel’s vicious end.
Straddling both Old and New Hollywood, Beatty depicted in his relationship to father
figures, onscreen and off, a dynamic that American men were playing out nationally. The natural
desire for the attention and appreciation of father figures contrasted with the betrayal of those
same figures. A story that accompanies the making of the film surrounds the extreme measures
to which Beatty went pursuing Jack Warner of Warner Bros. for financing. Biskind recounts how
the young actor threw himself in front of “Old Man” Warner and held him around the knees:
‘“I’ll kiss your shoes here, I’ll lick them.’ ‘Yeah, yeah get up, Warren.’ ‘I’ve got Arthur Penn, a
great script. I can make this movie…if nothing else it’s a great gangster movie.’ ‘Get up, get up!
...What are ya doin’? Get OFF THE FUCKIN” FLOOR!”’ (Star 94). Whether the story is true or
not, it illustrates the complicated relationship of Beatty with authority. Although he wanted to
make an unconventional film, he sought the blessing and the support of the “old man.” Biskind
in his biography claims that “underneath it all [Beatty] was deeply conservative, both
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aesthetically and politically, and was more comfortable working inside the system” (133). This is
in contrast to the obvious political agenda of his films at the time like Shampoo, Bonnie and
Clyde, McCabe, and The Parallax View (1974). Beatty, like many men of his time, was torn
between looking to the representational fathers, if not for support, then to cheer them on in their
quest, even if that quest was patricide. As Biskind remarks “If there was such a thing as
cinematic patricide, Bonnie and Clyde was [it]” (130). This needy dynamic with the father figure
is played out in the scene with the old farmer whom Clyde first threatens then befriends, enacting
the conflicted relationship with the older generation.
Clyde’s reckless innocence, what Lewis writes is at the heart of “a new kind of tragedy,”
plays out throughout the gang’s exploits. The constant moving from hide-out to hide-out, state to
state, from one stolen car to another, embodies the self-made man’s physical and social mobility.
Clyde goes from an unknown to a folk hero. Yet Lewis warns about the danger inherent in the
American Adam’s “reckless naiveté” (7) and this is played out throughout the film as the Barrow
gang hurtles through the countryside robbing banks and shooting their way to fame. Never is the
character’s naiveté more tragic than in the film’s finale. After escaping from a firefight with law
enforcement, Bonnie and Clyde have been living quietly recovering from their wounds on a farm
belonging to their getaway driver C.W. Moss’s father. The peaceful bucolic setting, Bonnie’s
wardrobe of simple modest house dresses (she is presumably wearing C.W.’s dead mother’s
clothes) along with afternoons spent picnicking in fields paint the duo as pastoral lovers. It is this
classic American version of the “good life” upon which the film’s fiery denouement transgresses.
The two are laughing as they drive down a country road still in the afterglow of their new-found
intimacy, relieved at having narrowly missed a policeman when they spy C. W.’s father in the
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road with a flat tire. As they pull over, Clyde gets out to help, and the old man backs up
(reminding us of the earlier scenario with the old farmer as father figure). The old man scurries
under a car. There is a split second of eye contact between the two lovers before a dozen law
men open fire with automatic weapons. The bullets riddle the young couple as the film slows,
creating an effect that is balletic.
The tremendous violence in which the film ends has become famous and has not since
been matched for poignancy, shock, and definite beauty. The power of the scene’s violence has
as much to do with the innocence and the hopefulness that lies at the heart of Beatty’s
characterization of Clyde as it does Penn’s cinematic virtuosity. It further links Bonnie and
Clyde’s end with other violence that was saturating America. Penn responded to critics of the
film’s shocking violence by making the connection explicit, “The Vietnam War is not fucking
sanitized it’s fucking bloody” (Biskind Star 108). This horrific yet poignant blood-bath created
by the filmmakers not only reflected what many young men faced in Vietnam but resurrected a
unique narrative that resonated with the nation on a deep mythic level. Through its co-opting of
the masculine archetype of the American Adam it enacts what Lewis discovered in early
American literature as “the narrative figure of Adam—introduced as the hero of a new semidivine comedy – was converted into the hero of a new kind of tragedy, and thereby grew to a
larger stature. It was the tragedy inherent in his innocence and newness, and it established the
pattern for American fiction” (6).
Biskind claims the filmmakers were conscious of their choice: “Beatty, Penn, Benton and
Newman all agreed the violence should shock. The bullets should not only hurt the characters but
the audience as well.” Penn himself iterated “Remember this was the time of Marshall McLuhan.
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The idea was to use the medium as a narrative device” (Easy Riders 35). For this generation,
film was the literature of the time. Beatty’s canny co-opting of a classic American literary figure
ushered these films into their place at the center of what Lewis called a national debate
transforming and creating a new myth of America. The film was a game changer and New
Hollywood was born transforming the national landscape through its articulation of a modern
mythic trope that was being played out both in the violence of Vietnam and the reactions against
the war. This illustrates Lewis’s claim that “debate in turn can contribute to the shaping of the
story; and when the results of rational inquiry are transformed into conscious and coherent
narrative by the best attuned artists of the time, the culture has finally yielded up its own special
and identifying myth” (6).
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MCCABE AND MRS MILLER (1971)
This re-focusing of the American myth was taken to another level in Robert Altman’s
McCabe and Mrs. Miller, in which the American masculine archetypes of the American Adam,
the Frontiersman, and the Self-Made Man were explicitly embodied within a western genre
narrative. As Biskind writes, “Like Arthur Penn, Altman was interested in the medium and the
message but unlike Penn who was portentous, Altman was playful, favoring narrative and visual
puns…constantly reminding the audience it was watching a movie” (Raging 82). Altman
specifically subverts the western genre; thus Beatty’s interest in the movie was based in the use
of the western setting as an indictment of corporate greed. Set on the American frontier and
centering on a small businessman who stands in the way of a corporation and is killed for it, the
film both fulfills and subverts the genre of the western by using its incumbent tropes in the
service of a political statement. It reflects the crisis of masculinity as well as the cultural
zeitgeist. As Robert Self notes:
John McCabe as a diminished version of the classical western hero reflects the film’s
contribution to a developing crisis in traditionally masculine narratives of power and
control. The film significantly negotiates in 1971 a cinematic space for the social values
that mobilized the civil rights movement, the anti-war movement, the environmental
movement and the feminist movement. It remains from 1971 one of the major events in
the annus mirabilis of the counter culture. (Robert Altman’s McCabe and Mrs. Miller 9)
Although re-visionist, Altman’s western has a familiar cast and story. The setting is the
Pacific Northwest in 1901. A gambler comes to a small burgeoning mining town and sets up
shop, eventually accumulating funds to start a saloon and brothel. Along the way, he is
propositioned by an experienced madam, Mrs. Miller (Julie Christie), and together they create a
thriving business. The two are unconventional lovers as he pays her, but they form a strong bond
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that looks like love. When two representatives from a powerful mining company come to town to
buy him out, he refuses their first two offers, imagining they will come back to him.
Unfortunately, they relegate him to hired killers who eventually do their job.
As the film opens, the vast and wild landscape of the last American frontier, the Pacific
Northwest, looms behind McCabe as he rides into town in pouring rain covered in a
frontiersman’s bearskin – which he exchanges later for a derby to impress his new fellow
citizens in true style of the self-made man. More explicitly than Clyde, McCabe is both
frontiersman and self-made man – once again, the American Adam, “the hero of the new
adventure…ready to confront whatever awaited him with the aid if his own unique and inherent
resources” (Lewis 5). Unfortunately for this American hero, his inherent resources are not
capable of helping him survive in the face of corporate greed and, once again, romance.
The narrative of the film explores a different theme from Bonnie and Clyde; no longer
about the old vs. the new, the story deals with the American Adam’s lack of knowledge that his
new born status presumes. Lewis called this the “tragic collision to which innocence was liable”
when faced with the world as it is, “a world of ancient evil.” The fate that awaited this American
Adam “emancipated from history” was “the helplessness of mere innocence” (9). Again Biskind
discusses collaborator Beatty’s American Adam-like vision of his role: “The character became a
flummoxed anti-hero, in keeping with Altman’s cinema of helplessness and Beatty’s inclination
to play with and subvert his own star persona. ‘Clyde Barrow and McCabe share a sort of
foolishness,’ explains Beatty” (Easy Riders 103). Lewis warns that the image of the American
Adam was an “image crowded with illusion” and “the moral posture it seemed to indorse was
vulnerable in the extreme” (1). This vulnerability surfaces for McCabe when he falls in love with
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the Cockney madam. It is within the context of their love affair that his vulnerability, what Lewis
calls “the danger of innocence” (11), surfaces and seals his fate.
McCabe identifies himself as a “businessman” first and foremost as he tells Sheehan
(Rene Auberjonois) the saloon keeper, correcting him when he calls him “the gunfighter.” His
business acumen is sound and as he goes from one poker table at Sheehan’s ramshackle bar/
boarding house to building his own well-appointed saloon and brothel, he embodies the
frontiersman’s “restless nervous energy” and “practical, inventive turn of mind, quick to find
expedients” (Turner 27), and follows the self-made man’s upward mobility, re-creating himself
from gambler to businessman. He, like Clyde, becomes “somebody” by moving to the nascent
mining town, Presbyterian Church (named for a building that never fulfills its purpose), and
building a small empire. He becomes the town’s “leading citizen,” as the corporate henchman
calls him.
Beatty’s characterization of the frontier businessman is more low key than Clyde Barrow
even if both share what Beatty referred to as “foolishness”: “I like to play schmucks. Cocky
schmucks. Guys who think they know it all but don’t…Clyde Barrow and McCabe… were not
heroes” (Biskind, Star 151). McCabe’s dangerous innocence springs not from hope and ambition
like Clyde’s, but from lack of experience, lack of knowledge. Lewis insists that this lack is
central to the American Adam’s newness as “the individual conscience was clear because it was
unsullied by the past…America in this hopeful creed has no past and no future” (45). This lack
proves dangerous because without knowledge of the ways of the world, the hero cannot protect
himself; he is “vulnerable in the extreme” (7). McCabe’s doggedness (combined with his
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gambler’s charm) makes his path to success smooth until he comes up against what he does not
know, which proves to be his undoing.
His inexperience first becomes evident when he tries to procure prostitutes for his budding
brothel. The “businessman,” or pimp, Archer (Tom Hill), insists “You don’t know what you’re
doing, McCabe, you got no experience with this.” While McCabe remains intractable,
demanding, “I need two more,” the pimp continues, “You don’t know nothin about it.”
Throughout the wrangling, as the pimp protests and McCabe, like a child, sticks to his demands,
the camera glimpses a woman through a door who is working, making a bed or arranging a
room, her focused efficiency in contrast to the men’s childlike swaggering. In the end, Archer
acquiesces but, as he puts his arm around McCabe, telling him he will buy him a drink while
they “talk about it,” you get a sense that McCabe is out of his depth. And indeed as he later rides
into Presbyterian Church with the women, we see he has been given both of the cleaning women.
But it is when we finally meet the woman we had glimpsed earlier that McCabe’s lack of
experience becomes the central distinguishing trait of this American Adam.
The steam engine that delivers a miner’s mail-order bride also delivers Christie’s Mrs.
Miller. From the moment she approaches saying, “You John McCabe?” to her stunning opening
volley, “Mr. McCabe I’m a whore and I know an awful lot about whoring,” it is clear he does not
know who or, rather, what she is. Even after she loudly blows her nose or puts away her “four
eggs fried, some stew and strong tea” with the gusto of a football player, it is obvious that he has
never encountered a woman like Mrs. Miller and does not have the slightest inkling of her
identity. McCabe’s lack of experience is made even more clear once Mrs. Miller launches into
the ensuing diatribe pointing out the finer points of running a whorehouse:
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What will you do when one girl fancies another? How do you know a girl really has her
monthly or she just fancies a day off? What about when a girl don’t get her monthly? Cus
they don’t what’ll you do then? I s’pose you know all about seein’ to that. What about the
customers who’s going to skin em back and inspect em? You gonna do that? Cus if you
don’t this town is gonna be clapped up inside of two weeks if it isn’t already... What about
when business is slow?
At breakneck speed, Mrs. Miller’s list goes on as McCabe sits hapless through the onslaught,
looking lost. She concludes with “Now I haven’t got a lot of time to sit around and talk to a man
who’s too dumb to see a good proposition when it’s put to him. Do we make a deal, or don’t
we?” It is clear that once again our hero is out of his depth. Mrs. Miller’s cockney identity
suggests an identification with the old world of Europe, with its thorough knowledge of
corruption that the new-born American Adam lacks. McCabe’s unworldliness recollects Henry
James’s “innocents abroad” in which Lewis found “the helplessness of the innocent in a world
infected by ancient evil, the helplessness of the innocent abroad” (73). With the introduction of
Mrs. Miller, another area of inexperience is revealed. In the face of romance, McCabe is once
again out of his depth. When the corporate henchmen come calling, it is Constance Miller’s good
opinion as well as his gambler’s love of the bluff that is behind his wheeling and dealing.
McCabe’s desire to impress Mrs. Miller causes him to treat the mining company’s
corporate spokesmen as flunkies. Once again, it is in the face of romance that the American
masculine archetype as played by Beatty stumbles. Bozzola asserts that Beatty’s conspicuous
subversion of his off-screen image, “his penchant for playing men not in control” (228), reflects
the mythic naïveté of the Adam before the Fall, innocent of his carnal nature. Unlike Bonnie and
Clyde, McCabe and Mrs. Miller have consummated their relationship, yet he retains his
innocence as he confuses sex, paid sex, with love. After turning the corporate representatives
down, he goes to Mrs. Miller with flowers (and his usual five dollars for services rendered)
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expecting to impress her with his shrewd business dealings. But once he tells her the name of the
company, the penny drops, and she is chagrined knowing as she does the corporation’s
reputation for ruthlessness. Asking him “Do you know who they are? …They’d as soon put a
bullet in your back as look at you,” he once again shows his ignorance (or innocence) as he
answers, “Sure I do,” but looking unsure. McCabe is out to win this hand gambling that they
will return with another offer. But because McCabe has not gotten his “cookies” (a childish
euphemism he uses earlier for sex), when they do return, he puts them off again – hoping to
further impress Mrs. Miller and thus excite her ardor. His second refusal of the corporation’s
offer turns out to be one time too many for these businessmen, and they leave town that night
after relegating him to the corporation’s killers.
McCabe cannot understand these types of businessmen nor can he understand Mrs.
Miller. His lack of comprehension is tied to his innocence. The nature of McCabe’s innocence in
this business transaction is linked to his inability to understand a similar transaction with Mrs.
Miller, the prostitute – both Old World professions. When the pimp in Bear Paw challenges his
ability to run a whorehouse based on his lack of experience, McCabe blows past him with his
frontiersman’s “dominant individualism” (Turner 27) and the self-made man’s drive to succeed.
But when he is up against these old-world types, the American Adam’s “unique and inherent
resources” (5) are stumped. This reflects what Lewis found as the “dominant mise-en-scene of so
many … narratives, the helplessness of innocence in a world infected by ancient evil” (73). He
can’t understand the type of businessmen who will not wheel and deal and he cannot understand
Mrs. Miller either, even to the extent that he is oblivious to the fact that she is a drug addict. This
is apparent when he returns after a second round of negotiation with the corporate men to a
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much-changed Constance, who has smoked opium in the interim, prompting McCabe to utter in
adoration “You’re a funny lil thing… sometimes you’re so sweet.”
“Mud,” as McCabe refers to it earlier with Sheehan – feigning knowledge he obviously
does not possess – is another Old World practice that falls outside the purview of the American
Adam. It is familiar to Constance who uses the drug-induced euphoria as an escape from the
hopelessness of a corrupt world. Unfortunately, escape is not an option for the ever-hopeful hero
of the American landscape. When the corporate killers descend on the town, Constance pleads
with McCabe to flee concealed in the back of a wagon, but he refuses out of hand, adamantly
assuring her “Trust me. I know what I’m doin. I know what I’m doin.” Holding fast to his fatal
optimism, he sets out with cigars to win the men over, leaving her as she beseeches him to “go
down the mountain!” with, “Well, I guess if a man’s fool enough to get into business with a
woman, she ain’t gonna think much of him.” McCabe imagines some chivalric notion is at stake
instead of cold-blooded murder. It is clear that Mrs. Miller knows these men when she states
emphatically: “They couldn’t make a deal if they wanted to, they get paid for killing and nothing
else.” When we meet the assassins, Butler’s (Hugh Millais) English accent connects him with her
and the corrupt Old World.
The American Adam has many guises in these films if only one fate. If Clyde is the
“radically new personality,” the rebel blazing a trail as he hurtles towards his death, McCabe is
the artist, what Lewis names the “creator, the poet par excellence,” lost in romantic illusion as he
ambles toward his destruction (35). The lawyer (William Devane) in Bear Paw whom McCabe
appeals to for help, pays tribute to McCabe’s creativity in a mixed metaphor about “a man [who]
goes into the wilderness and with his bare hands gives birth to a small enterprise, nourishes it,
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and tends it while it grows.” McCabe himself recognizes his poetic nature in an endearing and
poignant monologue addressed to an absent Constance before heading down the mountain in a
last-ditch effort to save “the deal.” “I keep trying to tell ya in a lot of different ways…I got
poetry in me! I do! I got poetry in me!” Lewis suggests that it is this nature of the poet, the
hopeful dreamer with his “tragic optimism,” that sets the stage for “a new kind of tragedy” found
in American mythmaking. McCabe’s headstrong romanticism reflects what Viorica Patea and
Maria Eugenia-Diaz call “the artistic self who shapes the world anew by the power of his
imagination” but who is “destroyed by… innocent impulsiveness…the obstinate attempt to
preserve an undefiled condition [that] ends in nightmare and ruin” (35).
The night before McCabe is to face the corporate killers, he sits on Mrs. Miller’s bed and
weeps. Choking out a bleak admission, he whispers, “I guess… I never been this close to a body
before,” expressing the American Adam’s “simple elemental loneliness” (Lewis 92). She tries to
comfort him by holding his head to her breast and crooning like a mother, the image of childlike
innocence completed. When he awakens the next morning, she is gone. The hopelessness of the
film closes in. McCabe’s obstinate innocence finally leads to inevitable doom and fulfills
Lewis’s dire warning: “If the condition of innocent newness was willfully devoid of
understanding, it was likewise woefully exposed to disaster” (73).
McCabe sets out in the snowy morning to confront the killers. In place of the classic
showdown of the genre, it is more like a game of hide and seek as our hero runs from church
steeple to snow-covered wagon. Picking off the murderers one by one from different locations in
the town, he displays the frontiersman’s “expediency” and “inventiveness” as well as the selfmade man’s affinity for movement. Once the last murderer is dispatched, a wounded McCabe
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struggles through snow drifts towards the town he built until he finally succumbs. The rhetoric of
violence here, subtle yet horrifying, enacts Lewis’s wry observation that “the Adamic hero is
[often] discovered, as an old stage direction might have it, ‘surrounded, detached in measureless
oceans of space’” (91). This quote of Whitman aptly captures the final image of Altman’s new
American myth, and McCabe’s burial under the falling snow brings to mind the American
Adam’s unique relationship to the environment which Lewis christens “the hero in space.” This
environment is both physical and psychic. The vastness of the Pacific Northwest from which
McCabe first emerges is echoed in our last image of him dying, blanketed in whiteness. Both the
seemingly endless timberland and the drifting snow support Lewis’s declaration that “the hero
seems to take his start outside time, or on the outer edges of it… his initial habitat [and final for
McCabe] is space as spaciousness, as the unbounded, the area of total possibility” (91).
Possibility ends with McCabe as he dies snowbound in the midst of new storefronts, no longer
alone on the frontier but crowded by commerce, lost in the vast space that was once frontier.
His death garners its gut-wrenching poignancy from Altman’s montage juxtaposing the
townspeople’s celebration after putting out the church fire and the woebegone stare of Mrs.
Miller in the opium den where she has escaped. The close-up of Constance’s sad yet wondering
stare and the long shots of the community’s revelries are blatant reminders of McCabe’s future
absence from the townspeople, his friends and his lover. The rhetoric of violence is performed in
McCabe’s convention defying death, the banal way he is cut down. Though not as bloody as
Bonnie and Clyde’s, McCabe’s quiet death carries deep significance through its connection to
the myth of America. Altman’s montage emphasizes the loss of McCabe, a pioneer and lynchpin
of the community who as an Adamic creator built the town from nothing. This identification
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connects his death with the death of America’s dream. The lack of emotional excess in the
depiction of his death rather than indicating victimhood suggests a kind of inevitability.
In his essay “Company’s Coming: The Hero, The Survivor and the Victim in McCabe
and Mrs. Miller,” William Graebner argues that McCabe in the end is a victim, one of a long line
of victims in American film at the time. He muses on McCabe’s lack: “As a viewer, one cannot
help but imagine that things might have been… different if McCabe had more common sense, or
were less self-absorbed, or better understood power (or evil), or just didn’t have too much to
drink at the wrong time” (74). What Graebner fails to see is that the playing out of this powerful
archetype reflects on a deep level what was happening in the nation at the time, not victimhood
but sacrifice. The message of the film depends not on McCabe’s lack of diligence, but in his
hopeful optimism; his inability to understand neither Mrs. Miller nor the corporation was not a
symptom of victimhood but a recollection of a worldview that had been essential to the
American mythic narrative. Slotkin elucidates the process of adapting myth when he argues that,
“in order to understand the process of mythmaking in America, we must examine the state of
mind that transforms…narration into…myth…it is present in the psychology of both the mythmaking artist and the artist’s …audience” (Gunfighter Nation 7). As Self notes, “McCabe was
and still stands as a version of America’s vision of itself while reflecting a need in the culture of
the 60s” (Altman’s McCabe 9) At the time of New Hollywood, the audience was primed for the
film’s message thus confirming what Bernd Herzogenrath points out in his discussion of the
enduring significance of the American Adam that “the reproduction of a certain myth is a
function of deeply embedded socio-political needs and ideologies” (65). The myth re-imagined
by Altman of the American Adam is a response to the crisis of masculinity that Kimmel traced
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and in which there was a “growing awareness that Self-made Manhood [was] a trap keeping men
locked into the soul shattering routines of vicious competition” (158). This entrapment is
epitomized by McCabe’s fate in Altman’s quintessential American fable.
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CONCLUSION: NEW HOLLYWOOD, MANHOOD AND VIOLENCE
Both McCabe and Mrs. Miller and Bonnie and Clyde’s use of genre brought to bear
associations inherent to the American Dream and were apt settings for the American Adam. The
myths of the frontier and the American Depression brought out qualities connected to the
American masculine archetype. Altman’s western genre revived the hope and promise associated
with the beginnings of America and magnified the tragedy of the film. In a similar fashion,
Bonnie and Clyde’s use of the gangster genre reminds the audience of the duo’s legendary
outsider status during the Depression, encouraging rebellious youth to identify with Beatty’s
insouciant hero. The actor’s characterization of the savvy entrepreneur who was also an innocent
resonated with businessmen who had held faith with capitalism and were being dehumanized in
the corporate maw. These films are perfect storms responding to the country’s search for
identity with a new-found cinematic myth system. Beatty’s characters’ charm, exuberance and
optimism strike a deep resonant chord. Their resemblance to the American Adam, a figure
mythically associated with the hope and promise of America in its earliest writers’ inceptions, is
transported to a time when American men were pitting themselves against a nation that was
intent on killing them through the draft or smothering them through corporate jobs. The violence
with which these characters meet their fates mirror the literal and figurative blood-letting going
on in the nation through young men’s death in the jungles of Vietnam and the emasculation of
the worker through corporatization.
Of course, the filmmakers too were reflected in the movies. These films reflected not just
the national crisis of manhood but also the young directors and their actor/collaborator’s
struggles within the microcosm of the American film industry. Just as Penn’s Bonnie and Clyde a
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movie about young rebels acting out against the establishment, mirrored the counterculture
revolution, Penn himself embodied an aspect of the American Adam as he traversed the
“wilderness of change” that became New Hollywood committing “cinematic patricide” on the
way (Biskind, Easy Riders 21, 130). Similarly, Robert Altman embodied the aspect of the
archetype he filmed, the creator, “the poet par excellence,” crafting in the face of Old
Hollywood’s corporate mindset a poignant and lyrical vision relying on his individualistic
technical and artistic facility. Altman plays the visionary who sees the dream of America and
instead of throwing it in the face of the audience like Penn, the rebel, plays with the rhizomic
nature of the western genre, taking a well-worn convention and making a statement – bucking
the corporate system in Hollywood. Through his iconoclastic use of music, Cinema Verite style
zoom shots, actor improvisation, and encouraged collaboration on all levels of filmmaking,
Altman celebrates the communal while Penn’s prickly perfectionism celebrates the outsider.
These films and their creators embody cultural, political and artistic phenomena nailing the
zeitgeist of the time. And Just as Clyde’s youthful innocence, drive to succeed, cocky optimism
and eager charm sought to impress the old guard while it rolled right over them, Beatty, the New
Hollywood player, took charge of his career while giving “the middle finger of insurrection” to
Old Hollywood (Harris 8).
The crisis of manliness was met by these American Adams in their cinematic rhetoric,
often a rhetoric of violence. Stephen Prince, in Screening Violence, maintains that these early
directors of New Hollywood were employing violence as anti-government rhetoric. He asserts
that they were “radical social critics disturbed by the corruption of America in the Vietnam
years…[who] proved that filmmakers… could use graphic violence for serious purposes” (13).
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He goes on to remark on the ubiquitous violence in contemporary American film and to decry
that “unfortunately and perhaps inevitably, the stylistics of graphic violence proved to hold a
fascination for subsequent generations of filmmakers who did not share [these] radical social
objectives” (13). But I suggest that technological facility, freedom from censorship and audience
appetite are not the only reasons for the pervasiveness of extreme violence in American film. In
other words, it is also a vital piece of America’s mythic identity. Richard Slotkin reminds us,
“The first colonists saw in America an opportunity to regenerate their fortunes… but the means
of that regeneration ultimately became the means of violence, and the myth of regeneration
through violence became a structuring myth of the American Experience” (Regeneration 5).
In the second volume of his study of America, Slotkin examines the centrality of
violence in the early myths of America. From captivity narratives to Indian massacres, he traces
the preponderance of violence as an American tool of salvation. He goes on to insist also that
narratives with “images of the hero… enable us to identify with (and thus enter) the world of
myth” further pointing out that “these [narratives] may change fairly rapidly to accommodate
new perceptions or requirements of the myth-makers and their audience” (Regeneration 9). With
this in mind, the violence that entered the cinematic mythmaking of American film was
reflective of a violence in the mindset of the establishment. The ruthlessness of the draft, the
terror of the “living-room war” the nation witnessed nightly, combined with the soul-crushing
corporate mentality that could (not actually) kill – like Sears and Hollander in McCabe and Mrs.
Miller – hire and fire at will, destroying the small businessman’s dreams and lives, inspired the
prevalence of violence in New Hollywood’s new myths, enacted first in these early films by the
powers that be and later taking on the function of rebellion, as the American hero, the American
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Adam, turned towards the violence embedded in the myth of America as a way to rebel. The
national debate grounded in “the narrative art,” Lewis reminds us, “inevitably and by nature
invests its inherited intellectual content with a quickening duplicity; it stains ideas with restless
ambiguity” (3). The love/hate relationship that America has with violence reflects this ambiguity
– its morality at odds with its effectiveness; it is this duplicity with which American film
dabbles.
With the advent of New Hollywood, American film took its place at the center of national
mythmaking, replacing the narratives of fiction and theater. The centrality and nature of the
violence in these films thus takes on a rhetorical function. As these filmmakers annihilate this
mythic archetype with sometimes explicit and always shocking violence, a new narrative
becomes part of the national dialectic. As Lewis insists, “The debate indeed may be said to be
the culture” (2, italics his). As these American Adams, these innocent, naïve, well-meaning, selfmade men searching for their special destiny are cut down in their prime, Penn and Altman are
re-tooling the landscape of American myth. The American masculine archetype no longer looks
forward innocently and hopefully, but must beware. The filmmakers use the violence in these
films as political statements reflecting the “blood splatter” of Vietnam, student protesters, and
political assassinations. In these films, the law enforcement that cuts down Clyde as well as the
corporate thugs who murder McCabe are stand-ins for the powers-that-be, the establishment, the
American government. The slaughter of the innocent young men Beatty portrays mirrors the fate
which American men feared awaited them through both the Vietnam draft and the soul-numbing
corporatization of American business. It is the combination of the American masculine archetype
and the senseless violence that creates a new spin on the American myth, giving the American
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Adam a new antagonist, a new danger – no longer the old corrupt world of Europe – but America
itself.
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